Metal-containing sensor proteins sensing diatomic gas molecules.
Diatomic gas molecules such as O2, CO and NO act as signaling molecules in many biological systems, where metal-containing gas sensor proteins sense their effector gas molecules by using prosthetic groups such as heme, iron-sulfur clusters and non-heme iron as the active center for gas sensing. When the gas sensor proteins sense their effector gas molecules, intramolecular and intermolecular signal transductions take place to regulate many physiological functions including gene expression, aerotaxis, and change in metabolic pathways, etc. The metal-containing prosthetic groups in these sensor proteins play a crucial role for selective sensing of their effectors. In this perspective, I will discuss the structure and function of some O2-, CO- and NO-sensor proteins, especially focussing on the structural, biochemical and biophysical properties of the active centers of these sensor proteins.